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Our Agency was born to give support to all our artists around
the globe requiring our specific knowledge in managing their
career, administration, communication, networking development,
promoting their art: Allowing them to focus only on their ART.
Since late 90’s, we’ve been traveling around the world. In all
those years, we’ve built a nice network allowing ourselves to
start our own company dedicated to electronic Music.
Our agency is represented at highest level with our network of
artists & close friends. Working on daily basis for development,
marketing & international bookings supported by a strong and
dedicated team.

DCS4 BOOKING AGENCY
BASED IN GENEVA.
Head office :
BARCELONA

CONTACT@DCS4.CH

MORE ON DCS4.CH

HATS & KLAPS

since 2012, Amin Akil and Hamza Ali have constantly explored
various House and Techno sub-genre combinations all while
bringing their special sensually dynamic vibes to every dancefloor along the way... Originally haiAling from the Middle East,
they each grew up feeding on the sound of classical Arabic
music and other native instruments. They became in their own
form musically enriched with an artistic taste, combining that
with their love for all sounds that is groove-oriented.
From here on, they fiercely experimented more deeply in the
music they produced & play to bring the treasured past into
the future through interesting orchestrated sounds.

DUO DJ’S & ProducerS ¦
JEDDAH (S.A)

Hats & Klaps have released their music with industry’s most
respected sprints including: JEAHMON! Records, Us &Them
Records, Univack Records, Submarine Vibes, Endangered Music
Seven Villas Music, Conceptual records, seven villas music and
simple things records.

LISTEN HERE

HRISQ
Hrisq is a young Dj and producer. Born in Bacau, his
productions have been supported and appreciated by
artists such as Herodot, Prâslea.
Being the resident at Zebra Booking Agency had the
opportunity to share the decks with names such as
Raresh, Cap, Cristi Cons, Bryz, Lizz, Mihai Pol, Guti,
Cally, Vid, Sebastian Eric and the list can continue.
Passion, perseverance, determination – these are the
qualities that define Hrisq.
DJ & PRODUCER ¦ BACAU (RO)

The energy he brings to the dance floor is unique and
captivating. His style is a combination of techno,
tech house and minimal.
LISTEN HERE

JAN GOLLY
With tracks that can fit any gig hour and
effortlessly fun selections for a vibrant set when
behind the booth, Jan Golly has emerged as one of
the finest producers and charismatic DJs of the
Frankfurt/Mannheim electronic music site.

DJ & PRODUCER ¦ MANNHEIM (DE)

It was all about timing, so after shifting from hiphop to DnB, and other various intersects, he started
projecting the way towards a techno minimalisticinfused sound. His Kaleidoscope label perfectly
describes the variety of subtle tech-house topped
with uplifting and skippy grooves that give a unique
genre-fluid touch.
LISTEN HERE

MATTHEW HARRINGHTON
PlayIng for Warm lab, East Central, un.usual and
Paravibe. Also now play over in Romania And other
parts of Europe for some of the top brands!
Supporting artists such as Mihigh, Paul K, RQZ, SUCIU
and Crihan just a few of the big names.
A Lot of the time he will be playing in abandoned
warehouses, canal boats and woods rather then a
club environment. With his production and DJ style
Matthew focuses his music style on all things dark
and abstract. Continuing to develop his name in uk
minimal scene with pace.
DJ & PRODUCER ¦ LONDON (UK)

Releases on labels such as Dubmusik Capucine
records, Saraw, Zebra records, implimind, Minimo,
outpunkt just a few to name.
LISTEN HERE

Nicolas Duvoisin
Besides being a great DJ and resident at D! Club in
Lausanne, he also is a producer with a unique style
mix percussion, massive bass and right groove
between techno, minimal and house!

DJ & PRODUCER ¦ Lausanne (ch)

As producer, he currently releases tracks on a high
calibre label as, Highgrade Records, Golden Gate,
Metroline, Wiggle and as for his label Fantastic
Friends Recordings, he hosts tracks and remixes by
Luciano, Christian Burkhardt, Mihai Popoviciu, Silat
Beksi, Viceversa, Vern, Jamahr, and many more.

LISTEN HERE

Philippe Liard
With innate gift for mixing and an unsurpassed
capacity to get a crowd going with his charismatic
personality and exquisite musical taste, Philippe
Liard explore minimal-house lines with which he
embodies rhythmical and organic sounds.
Now, focusing more than ever on growing and
perfectionning his talent, he is into experimenting,
producing and performing, giving the best
expression of his unique and inimitable vision of
micro underground sounds.
DJ & PRODUCER ¦ Barcelona (es)
LISTEN HERE

RØDRI PAN
With his own specific style and creativity, Rodri Pan
will take you to an experimental journey of sounds.
Determinate to explore darks and powerful melodies,
he focus on innovating his minimalistic music genre
from house to minimal underground.
Living today in Ibiza, he is in the right place to show
off his talented gift in pushing up the boundaries
and offering you an astonish vibe.
DJ & PRODUCER ¦ IBIZA (ES)
LISTEN HERE

VLF
Valentin Florea aka VLF finds the perfect balance
between the dark alleys of minimal techno and the
shiny deep house hills.
Low, enhanced, pushed back frequencies are common
to micro-house, hence VLF or very low frequency
made sense for Valentin’s housey, deep background
switch-up once it happened.
DJ & PRODUCER ¦ timisoara (ro)
LISTEN HERE

